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Semester Moon Observation Homework 
(only one moon cycle required) 

 

ARC Geology 305 
 

DUE:  May 12, 2020 (Tuesday)(last day of regular class) 
Points: 10
 

1. Beginning with the next upcoming moon cycle, make an observation of the moon each evening 
shortly after sunset.  It can be a little later if necessary, but make it very close to the same time each 
night.  Continue the daily evening observations until the moon is no longer visible at your 
observation time (about two weeks). 
 

2. The next new moon will become visible in the west just after sunset approximately 1-2 days after the 
published date of the new moon.  Upcoming new moons occur on:  
(remember, new moon will become visible approximately 1-2 days after these dates) 

 January 24, Friday 
 February 23, Sunday 
 March 24, Tuesday 
 April 22, Wednesday 

NOTE:  The new moon will not be visible on the published date because it will be too close to the 
setting sun to see! 

 

3. On a single sheet of paper (or two sheets taped together) sketch the moon’s position in the sky and 
the moon’s exact shape for each observation, and record the date and time of each observation.  
Draw some background ‘landmarks’ visible at your location similar to the example below and 
include labels for east, west, and south (north will be approximately behind you).  Do not name each 
phase…just sketch the moon’s position and shape from your observation point.  
 

4. Turn in the results per the class schedule. 
 

 
 

DO NOT USE THIS ILLUSTRATION!  Create your own illustration based on the view from you own 
observation point.  Draw all daily observations of the moon (making sure the moon’s shapes are correct) 
on a single sheet so that the moon’s progressive movement is made clear.  The daily positions of the 
moon in the above illustration have been removed. 

Sample background sketch…you will add a sketch of each 
moon observation to your own larger background sketch 

This should be the 
moon’s approximate 
position in your first 
daily sketch. 


